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Luxuriate in the architectural brilliance of this contemporary masterpiece on the edge of Brighton’s illustrious Golden

Mile, just minutes to top-tier schools, exclusive shopping and dining strips, city transport and the glittering bay.

Impeccably connected to its private garden and sun-soaked pool, this north-facing oasis delivers the ultimate family

lifestyle in an elite beachside locale.  Exceptionally presented with a commitment to visionary design and refined quality,

this benchmark home is on a show-stopping scale. Vast living zones unfold to deliver outstanding versatility with a

spacious guest suite (en suite and built-in storage) hosting the family’s much-loved man-cave/media room. Upper level

spaces, such as a light-filled rumpus and Carrara marble study nook, complement invaluable family zoning. The

breathtaking living domain, flaunting a bespoke joinery and a sleek pebble fireplace, spills out to a full-width terrace and

heated swimming pool for al fresco ease. An entertainer’s kitchen excites with its luxe appointments, thick stone adorns

the benchtops, while an array of Miele appliances (dual ovens and integrated dishwasher), endless storage solutions and a

walk-in pantry enhance the experience. Even the powder room and Carrara laundry offer a blend of high-style and

functionality.Every detail here has been considered for family comfort and style including a brilliant home office

positioned on the ground level for superior peace and privacy. Upstairs, an enormous parents' wing offers a luxury retreat

with its tree-top terrace bathed in sunshine, custom-fitted walk-in dressing room and lavish en suite. A completely

separate zone features three more over-sized bedrooms (2 featuring walk-in robes), a deluxe family bathroom and

powder room.State-of-the-art and architecturally detailed, it features C-Bus smart home automation, zoned radiant

heating, air conditioning and underfloor heating (bathrooms), keyless entry, high-tech security and remote covered

parking. Beautifully bespoke with premium finishes, extensive storage inside and out, solar and gas pool heating,

underground water tanks (20,000L), and garden lighting and irrigation. This blue chip property is an exceptional place to

call home with family ease, and proximity to Bay Street, Brighton Grammar, Firbank and a host of other Bayside

amenities.For more information about this architectural entertainer please contact John Clarkson at Buxton Brighton on

0408 153 045.


